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ABSTRACT

Current search systems are effective in helping users complete

simple search tasks (e.g., fact-finding). However, they provide less

support for users completing complex search tasks. Complex search

tasks involve a diverse set of cognitive and metacognitive activities,

such as goal-setting, organizing information, drawing inferences,

monitoring progress, and updating mental models. We report on a

lab study (𝑁 “ 32) that investigated the uses and influences of a

novel knowledge representation tool called the łOrgBoxž, developed

to support searchers with complex tasks. The OrgBox was inte-

grated into a custom-built search system and allowed participants

to save information by drag-and-dropping textual passages into the

tool, organize passages into łboxesž, and make notes on passages

and boxes. The OrgBox tool was compared to a baseline tool (the

łBookmarkž) that allowed participants to save passages, but not or-

ganize them nor make notes.We investigate four research questions.

In RQ1, we investigate the effects of the knowledge representation

tool on participants’ post-task perceptions. In RQ2-RQ4, we inves-

tigate: (RQ2) how participants used different features of each tool;

(RQ3) the perceived benefits and challenges of each tool; and (RQ4)

the influences of each tool on the approaches taken by participants

to complete the task. To address RQ2-RQ4, we conducted a qualita-

tive analysis of participants’ responses during an exit interview. We

discuss implications from our results for designing tools to support

users with complex search tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Current search systems are effective in helping users with simple

search tasks (e.g., fact-finding). However, they provide less support

for users during complex search tasks that involve a diverse set

of cognitive and metacognitive activities, including goal-setting,

making inferences, synthesizing, monitoring progress, and updating

mental models and search strategies. One approach to supporting
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searchers with complex tasks has been to develop search assistance

tools that are complementary to the search interface [1, 8ś10, 16, 28].

In this paper, we present research on a novel knowledge represen-

tation tool called the łOrgBoxž (Figure 1). We report on a user study

(𝑁 “ 32) that investigated the uses and influences of the OrgBox

tool (compared to a baseline tool) during complex search tasks. The

OrgBox was integrated into a custom-built search system and was

designed to help searchers easily save and organize information

by drag-and-dropping textual passages from a landing page onto

logical groupings called łboxesž. Using the OrgBox, participants

could add, delete, and edit passages and boxes; add notes to pas-

sages and boxes; indent passages within a box to create hierarchies;

move passages between boxes; and (re-)arrange boxes vertically

and horizontally. These features were designed to support users

with developing sub-goals, saving and (re-)organizing information,

representing relationships, and monitoring their progress. To study

the uses and influences of the OrgBox tool, we compared it against

a baseline tool called the łBookmarkž. The Bookmark tool allowed

participants to drag-and-drop textual passages into a vertical list

but not group them, rearrange them, nor make notes.

We refer to the OrgBox as a knowledge representation tool be-

cause it enables a searcher to externalize and modify their mental

representation of a complex domain as they gather information.

While there are numerous theories on how knowledge is repre-

sented in the human mind, fundamental components include facts,

concepts, and relations [4, 6, 20]. Features of the OrgBox allowed

participants to represent important topics and relations among

them. Additionally, we designed the OrgBox to support different

cognitive and metacognitive activities involved in complex search

tasks. In terms of metacognitive activities, prior work suggests

that external knowledge representations can support goal-setting,

monitoring progress, and revising approaches to the task [27].

Participants in our study completed two complex search tasks,

one with the OrgBox and one with the Bookmark tool. Our search

tasks were situated in the following scenario. Participants were

asked to imagine being a journalism student with an assignment

to write a 30-page paper on a given complex topic in U.S. politics

(abortion or gun control). During each task, participants were asked

to gather information using a custom-built search engine and the

assigned tool. During the search phase of each task, participants

were given 40 minutes to gather information. Then, during the

outline generation phase of each task, participants were given 15

minutes to produce an outline for the hypothetical 30-page paper.

Our study investigated four research questions. In RQ1, we inves-

tigate the effects of the interface condition (OrgBox vs. Bookmark

tool) on participants’ post-task perceptions. To address RQ1, we

analyzed participants’ responses to a post-task questionnaire about

their perceptions of the task and the provided tool. We asked about
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perceptions of difficulty, satisfaction, knowledge gains, etc., and

whether the provided tool was helpful in supporting different cog-

nitive and metacognitive activities (e.g., organizing information,

drawing inferences, goal-setting, monitoring their progress, etc.)

In RQ2-RQ4, we investigate: (RQ2) how participants used different

features of each tool (i.e., for what purpose); (RQ3) the perceived

benefits and challenges associated with each tool; and (RQ4) how

each tool influenced the approach participants took during the

task. To address RQ2-RQ4, we conducted a qualitative analysis of

participants’ responses during a semi-structured exit interview.

2 RELATED WORK
The OrgBox tool was developed to help searchers externalize knowl-

edge structures while gathering information on a complex topic.

Thus, we build on prior work on knowledge representation tools.

Research in cognitive psychology argues that externalizing knowl-

edge structures can help individuals store, structure, utilize, and

acquire knowledge [11, 17]. Additionally, creating visual knowl-

edge representations can help individuals create more coherent

representations of new information [11]. In education, it is argued

that externalizing knowledge can help students organize, analyze,

evaluate, and generate ideas [5, 12, 23]. Bransford et al. [2] sum-

marizes several studies that found that learners who categorized

information were more likely to recall it. Tergan [23, 24] argues that

computer-based concept mapping tools can help learners: (1) or-

ganize information, (2) maintain awareness of knowledge gaps, (3)

evaluate the quantity/quality of one’s own knowledge, (4) generate

new knowledge, and (5) communicate knowledge to others.

More closely related to IIR, the role of knowledge structures has

also been studied in the context of sense-making, which involves

łmaking sensež of a complex domain or task. Russell et al. [18]

originally conceptualized sense-making as a cyclical process (the so-

called łlearning loop complexž). The first stage involves searching

for a good representation (i.e., the łgeneration loopž). The second

stage involves finding and encoding information using the latest

representation (i.e., the łdata coverage loopž). The data coverage

loop often involves identifying information that does not fit neatly

into the latest representation (i.e., the łresiduež) resulting in a need

to adjust the current representation to have better coverage (i.e., the

łrepresentation shift loopž). Russell et al. [18] called for a tighter

integration between IR systems and knowledge representation tools.

In a position paper, Stefik et al. [22] argued that when a sense-

making task is difficult, sense-makers use external representations

to store information for repeated manipulation.

Crescenzi et al. [3] conducted a lab study to learn about the de-

sign requirements for systems that provide an integrated search

interface and note-taking tool. The study involved a qualitative anal-

ysis of handwritten notes made by participants during exploratory

search tasks. Results found that participants used different struc-

tures to organize information (e.g., single-level lists, multi-level lists,

and clusters). Additionally, simple structures (e.g., lists) were more

common at earlier stages, while complex structures (e.g., clusters)

typically emerged as the search progressed.

Prior research has developed and evaluated a wide range of

tools to help users save and organize search results. Hearst and

Degler [9] developed a tool similar to our OrgBox tool. The tool

allowed participants to save, delete, visually group, and annotate

documents. A usability test with legal analysts found that partic-

ipants responded favorably to the tool. Additionally, participants

expressed a desire for additional features, such as being able to

search within specific groups of documents and label relations

between groups. Bae et al. [1] developed the Visual Knowledge

Building (VKB) system, which allowed users to group and annotate

documents. However, the tool was not integrated with a search

system. Results from a usability study found that some participants

preferred to organize documents as they evaluated their relevance,

while others preferred doing document triage first and organization

second. Hinckley et al. [10] designed the InkSeine system, which

allowed users to organize search results into łpilesž and add notes.

The Sandbox system was developed to help intelligence analysts

with complex information-seeking tasks [28]. The tool allowed

users to save, group, and annotate search results. Results from a

small usability study found that the tool allowed participants to

examine more documents in less time. In the context of multimedia

search, prior work developed the ViGOR system for video search [8]

and ImageGrouper for image search [16]. Both systems allowed

users to save search results into groups and use groups as queries.

3 METHODS

3.1 Study Overview & Protocol

To address RQ1-RQ4, we conducted a laboratory study with 32

participants (26 female). Participants were recruited using an opt-in

mailing list of employees from our university. Participants included

17 student employees and 15 non-student employees. Their ages

ranged from 18 to 66 (𝑀 “ 29.16, 𝑆.𝐷. “ 11.73).

The study protocol proceeded as follows. After providing in-

formed consent, participants completed a demographics question-

naire. Then participants completed two experimental tasks that fol-

lowed the same sequence of steps. First, participants were asked to

read the task description aloud. Participants were asked to imagine

being a journalism student with an assignment to write a 30-page

paper on a specific topic of debate in U.S. politics. Participants were

instructed that the objective of this hypothetical assignment was to

give them experience conducting journalistic research using a news

archive. The task description also specified that they would have 40

minutes (max) to gather information and 15 minutes (max) to create

an outline of the hypothetical 30-page paper in an external elec-

tronic document. After reading the task description, participants

watched a 5-minute video introducing the search system and the

tool associated with the task (the OrgBox or Bookmark tool). Then

participants completed the search and outline generation phases of

the task. After the outline generation phase, participants completed

a post-task questionnaire. Finally, after completing both experimen-

tal tasks, participants completed an exit interview that asked about

their experiences interacting with the OrgBox and Bookmark tools.

The study involved two tasks (abortion and gun control) and two

tools (OrgBox and Bookmark). More detailed information of the

tasks and tools is provided in the following sections. Therewere four

combinations of task and tool. Task and tool were counterbalanced

(i.e., 16 participants were assigned each task/tool combination). We

also balanced the order of presentation for the four combinationsÐ

8 participants were assigned each order (e.g., Abortion/OrgBox

followed by Gun Control/Bookmark). Participants received US$40

for participating.



3.2 Tasks
To contextualize our tasks, participants were asked to imagine being

a journalism student with an assignment to write a 30-page paper

on a topic of debate in U.S. politics. Participants were told that the

assignment’s objective was to give them practice conducting jour-

nalistic research using a news archive. Participants were informed

that they would have 40 minutes (max) to gather information using

a custom-built search system and 15 minutes (max) to generate

an outline for their hypothetical paper. Participants were also told

that they would be given access to a collection of news articles

published by the Washington Post between 2012-2017. To provide

more guidance, participants were instructed that the hypothetical

paper (and outline) should: (1) focus on news reporting relevant

to the collection’s time period (2012-2017); (2) aim for both depth

and breadth; and (3) include topics of interest to news readers. The

final task descriptions were as follows.

Abortion Task: Abortion is probably one of the most contro-

versial subjects in modern society. It involves a number of complex

questions including philosophical, legal, and religious issues (among

others) related to the deliberate ending of pregnancy before normal

childbirth. Public opinions are polarized. People have strong feel-

ings for or against this subject. That’s why writing a good paper

on requires in-depth research of existing newspaper reports. You

will need to find a decent number of relevant articles touching on

different aspects of the debate in order to create a comprehensive

and well-balanced paper.

GunControl Task:Gun control (or gun rights) has been consid-

ered one of the most controversial debates of our time. It involves a

number of complex questions including ideological, legal, and social

issues (among others) related to regulating the right of individuals

to possess guns. Public opinions are...[same as above].

During the outline generation phase of each task, participants

were asked to use the information gathered to produce an outline

of the paper. Participants were instructed that the outline should

provide the overall structure and flow of the paper, describe the

topics (and sub-topics) to be covered in the paper, and provide short

descriptions of the content of each (sub-)section.

3.3 Search Tools
For one task, participants used the OrgBox to organize the infor-

mation found. For the other task, they used the Bookmark.

Search System: To search for information, participants used

a custom-built search system. The system was developed using

Lucene and provided access to the TREC Washington Post Corpus,

which contains 671,947 news articles published between 2012 and

2017. The system allowed participants to issue queries and filter

search results by publication year and topical category. The search

interface included a button next to the search bar labeled with the

name of the tool associated with the experimental condition (i.e.,

OrgBox or Bookmark). Clicking this button displayed the tool in a

pop-up browser window. Participants used two monitors, which

allowed them to position the search system and tool side by side.

OrgBox Tool: Figure 1 illustrates the OrgBox knowledge rep-

resentation tool. The OrgBox tool was designed to help partici-

pants externalize their understanding of the assigned topic as they

searched for information. Using the OrgBox, participants could not

only save the information found but also organize it into clusters

create 

new box
edit box title delete box

passage

passage title

note

hierarchy

box

edit passage 

title/note

delete

passage

Figure 1: OrgBox tool

(referred to as łboxesž). To create a new box, participants could

either click a łcreate new boxž button or drag-and-drop text from

a landing page into the OrgBox. Either action triggered a pop-up

window that prompted participants to provide a title for the new

box. Participants could add łitemsž to an existing box by drag-and-

dropping highlighted text from a landing page into a box. Each

added item consisted of three components: (1) the title of the land-

ing page, (2) the textual passage that was drag-and-dropped, and (3)

a note added by the participant. When adding a new item to a box,

participants were prompted to add a note in a pop-up window. Par-

ticipants were able to create/add as many boxes and items as desired

and were also able to delete and edit boxes and items. Participants

could also move items between boxes and organize items within a

box in a two-level hierarchy. Finally, participants could organize

boxes spatially by moving them vertically and horizontally.

Bookmark Tool: The Bookmark tool was designed to serve as

a baseline and was therefore more rigid than the OrgBox tool. Like

the OrgBox tool, participants were able to save information łitemsž

by drag-and-dropping text from a landing page into the Bookmark

tool. Each item consisted of two components: (1) the title of the

landing page and (2) the text that was drag-and-dropped. Unlike

the OrgBox tool, however, participants were not able to organize

items into clusters (i.e., boxes). Saved items were stacked vertically

in the order in which they were added. Participants were able to

delete previously added items, but not able to make notes about

items nor re-order them.

3.4 Post-task Questionnaire
After completing each task (search + outline generation phase),

participants completed a post-task questionnaire. Participants indi-

cated their level of agreement with statements on a 7-point scale

from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). The full text of the

post-task questionnaire is available online.

The post-task questionnaire was divided into three parts. The

first part included 14 items that measured participants’ perceived

knowledge increase in the task domain (1 items), interest increase

(1 items), difficulty (4 items), satisfaction (4 items), and self-assessed
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expertise in the task domain (4 items). Based on Cronbach’s alpha,

the 4 items for expertise had high internal consistency (𝛼 “ 0.92).

Thus, we averaged responses to these items to form one expertise

measure. The items for difficulty and satisfaction had lower internal

consistency, so we treated responses individually.

The second part of the post-task questionnaire included 10 items

that measured participants’ perceptions of the outline produced.

These items focused on perceptions of the outline having a clearly

defined scope, breadth, depth, a balance of breadth and depth, a

logical organization, and supporting evidence from the articles

found. These 10 items had high internal consistency (𝛼 “ 0.90).

Thus, we averaged responses to form one łoutline qualityž measure.

Finally, the third part of the post-task questionnaire included 26

items that measured participants’ perceptions about the tool (i.e.,

OrgBox or Bookmark tool) helping themwith specific cognitive and

metacognitive activities. These items were adapted from those used

in McCardle and Hedwin [15]. We included items that measured the

extent to which the tool helped participants with: (1) initial planning

on how to approach the task (4 items), (2) connecting ideas (4 items),

(3) organizing the information found (4 items), (4) search-oriented

goal-setting (3 items), (5) monitoring their progress (3 items), (6)

evaluating the information found and their approach to the task

(3 items), and (7) updating or revising their understanding of the

task and their goals (5 items). All groups of items had high internal

consistency (𝛼 ě 0.90). Thus, we averaged responses to these items

to form 7 distinct measures.

3.5 Qualitative Analysis
To address RQ2-RQ4, we performed a qualitative analysis of partic-

ipants’ responses during the semi-structured exit interview, which

asked about their experiences interacting with both tools (OrgBox

and Bookmark). The exit interview focused on: (1) uses of differ-

ent features of each tool, (2) benefits and challenges of each tool,

and (3) the influences of each tool on the participant’s approach to

the task. Our qualitative analysis was performed using the inter-

view data from 16 (out of 32) participants. We chose participants

1-16, for which the task/tool orders were balanced. We decided to

code only 16 (out of 32) interviews because code saturation was

reached after coding the 12th interview (i.e., no new codes were

introduced) [7, 19].

The analysis proceeded as follows. First, two of the authors

(denoted as coders A and B) worked independently using data from

four participants to develop codes associated with RQ2-RQ4. Next,

both coders met to combine their individual coding schemes into

one. At this point, some codeswere re-defined,merged, and dropped.

Next, coder A coded the remaining 12 participants and introduced

a few new codes to reflect new phenomena encountered. Finally,

coder B reviewed all of coder A’s annotations (all 16 participants).

Any disagreements were resolved through discussion.

4 RESULTS

4.1 RQ1: Effects on Post-task Perceptions

To address RQ1, we analyze the effects of the knowledge represen-

tation tool provided (i.e., OrgBox vs. Bookmark) on participants’

post-task perceptions. To test for significance, we used multi-level

modeling and treated participant as a random factor (i.e., ran-

dom 𝑦-intercept) because knowledge representation tool was a

plan conn org goals monitor eval update

book. 3.50 4.27 3.82 4.04 3.64 4.00 3.81

org. 4.95 5.34 6.03 4.62 5.16 4.89 4.99

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
***

*** *** *** *** ***

Figure 2: RQ1: Effects on post-task perceptions. Means and 95% CIs.

Symbol ‘***’ denotes significant differences at the 𝑝 ă .001 level.

within-subjects factor. The knowledge representation tool did not

have significant effects on perceptions related to difficulty, inter-

est/knowledge increase, domain expertise, nor satisfaction with the

search process and the quality of the outline. However, as shown in

Figure 2, the knowledge representation tool had significant effects

on participants’ perceptions of the tool being helpful in support-

ing different cognitive and metacognitive activities during the task.

Participants perceived the OrgBox as being more helpful in support-

ing the cognitive activities of organizing information (𝛽 “ 2.211,

𝑆.𝐸. “ 0.326, 𝑝 ă .001) and making connections (𝛽 “ 1.0781,

𝑆.𝐸. “ 0.274, 𝑝 ă .001). Similarly, participants perceived the Org-

Box as beingmore helpful in supporting themetacognitive activities

of planning (𝛽 “ 1.445, 𝑆.𝐸. “ 0.266, 𝑝 ă .001), monitoring their

progress (𝛽 “ 1.521, 𝑆.𝐸. “ 0.256, 𝑝 ă .001), and updating their

mental models and strategies (𝛽 “ 1.181, 𝑆.𝐸. “ 0.264, 𝑝 ă .001).

The effects on goal-setting were marginally significant (𝛽 “ 0.572,

𝑆.𝐸. “ 0.296, 𝑝 “ .062).

4.2 RQ2: Uses and Workarounds

In RQ2, we analyzed 16 participants’ responses during the exit

interview to gain insights about how they used features of the

OrgBox (OB) and worked around limitations of the Bookmark (BK).

In the analyses presented below, we discuss the main findings from

our qualitative analysis and include the number of participants who

discussed each point.

4.2.1 Use of OrgBox (OB) Features. Across the interviews, par-

ticipants discussed their use of five main features of the OB: (1)

notes, (2) spatial organization, (3) personalized labels, (4) item hier-

archies, and (5) scratch space for text.

Notes: Participants described four different ways in which they

used the notes feature. First, participants (n=6) described using the

notes to add a brief, general description of the saved passage or

the source article from which the passage was extracted. Second,

participants (n=5) mentioned using the notes to document how they

planned to use the passage in their outline. Third, participants (n=3)

discussed adding notes to document why they thought the passage

was useful (i.e., noting relevance criteria). Fourth, participants (n=2)

mentioned adding notes to describe connections or relationships

with other saved passages.

Spatial organization: Several participants (n=7) mentioned us-

ing the OB’s ability to move things around spatially (i.e., moving

boxes vertical/horizontally and items between boxes). Participants

(n = 4) mentioned (re)arranging the boxes vertically/horizontally

to reflect either the flow of their search or the flow of their outline.



One participant (P16) mentioned positioning two boxes side-by-

side to make comparisons between ideas more effectively. Lastly,

participants (n = 3) mentioned moving passages within a box or

between boxes. This occurred when participants realized that they

could create a better flow by relocating a passage within a box or

when they realized that an item was more closely related to items

in another box. For example, P2 said łYou could also make it flow

not only hierarchically but list wise. You could make it flow to your

different topics, like move it to different boxes.ž

Personalized label: Participants (n = 5) discussed changing the

title of boxes or items from their default values for three reasons:

(1) to better describe the contents of a box or item, (2) to summarize

a passage, or (3) to reflect on what a passage meant to them. For

example, P12 said łI had changed the titles for them to be more

meaningful to me so as I was trying to pick up which topics I wanted

to focus on.ž

Hierarchy: Participants could arrange items within a box in a

two-level hierarchy. Participants (n=7) discussed creating hierarchi-

cal structures to represent relationships between ideas. Specifically,

they used hierarchical relations to differentiate main points from

subpoints and general ideas from examples.

Scratchpad: Two participants mentioned that they used a box

as a note-taking space. In both cases, they made notes about how

they planned to use the information saved in their boxes for their

outline. For example, P5 said łI created a new text box and I typed

in, okay, this is what I want to say first. Go back to this box, [then] go

back to this box. I want to say this next.ž

4.2.2 Bookmark (BK) Workarounds. We also found that partic-

ipants used workarounds to overcome the BK’s lack of support

for organizing information. We identified two ways in which par-

ticipants tried to create some kind of structure in the BK. First,

participants (n = 2) mentioned organizing passages by source. They

extracted all the passages relevant to different subtopics from one

article, moved on to the next article, and did the same. Although

this allowed the passages from the same article to be kept near

each other, it was not the same as grouping by topic. Additionally,

participants (n = 3) mentioned searching for passages on each topic

one-at-a-time (i.e., having the vertical order of passages in the BK

be grouped by topic)

4.3 RQ3: Benefits and Challenges of Tools

In RQ3, we present a qualitative analysis of the interview data from

16 participants to investigate the perceived benefits and challenges

of the OrgBox (OB) and Bookmark (BK) tools.

4.3.1 Benefits of the OB. During the interviews, participants

described benefits of the OB related to: (1) learning, (2) cognitive

activities, (3) metacognitive activities, (4) leveraging information

found serendipitously, and (5) visually representing knowledge.

Learning: Participants described four types of learning activities

supported by theOB: (1) identifying important topics, (2) identifying

relationships, (3) synthesizing and internalizing, and (4) organizing

and evaluating. First, a number of participants (n = 6) noted that

the OB helped them identify important topics. Specifically, they

described how the boxes allowed them to keep track of recurring

themes and helped them select topics to focus on.

Second, participants (n = 5) mentioned that the OB helped them

see relationships among ideas. For instance, P15 reported finding a

passage that could fall under two boxes, which made her realize a

connection between topics.

Third, several participants (n = 5) mentioned benefits of the OB

related to internalizing information and synthesizing (i.e., putting

things together to form a whole). Participants reported that the

OB helped them get a big-picture understanding by presenting

different clusters of related topics in one place. For example, P14

said łthe feature where you can move things around and start to create

an outline, obviously, it’s going to make you think about [...] how

things are organized as a whole.ž Another participant P1, described

how the OB notes feature helped her summarize passages in her

own words. P1 referred to this process as łpre-synthesizingž (i.e.,

synthesizing before the outline generation phase).

Fourth, many participants (n = 8) mentioned that the OB helped

them organize passages as they completed the task and to (re)evaluate

the łfitž between specific passages and their existing set of boxes.

Participants could (re)organize passages such that a specific passage

could be placed where it made the most sense, which allowed them

to keep the topic groups more cohesive. For example, P2 said łI had

my sub-headings. And within the sub-headings, I put my sub-sub-

headings. I could further classify those, so it was more organized and

concise and consolidated.ž Activities such as organizing information,

internalizing information through note-taking, and evaluating the

topical cohesion of clusters demonstrate that the OB encouraged

participants to more actively and deeply interact with information,

which can lead to deeper learning.

Cognitive activities: Participants described four main cate-

gories of cognitive activities that were supported by the OB: (1)

classifying and sorting, (2) remembering and navigating, (3) saving

switching costs, and (4) creating the outline.

First, several participants (n=3) mentioned that the OB helped

them define specific sub-topics of interest and classify passages into

those sub-topics. For example, P1 said łIt helped because I was able

to bucket things that I was finding.ž Similarly, P4 said łIt did help

me sort through the raw information that I was finding into where I

thought it was associated best with, the things that it matched with.ž

Second, some participants (n = 3) mentioned that the visual cues

in the OB (i.e., boundaries and the relative position of boxes) helped

them navigate the OB and locate specific information. Additionally,

the textual cues in the OB (i.e., titles and notes) helped them remem-

ber the context in which they saved certain passages. Participants

found these visual and textual cues especially useful during the out-

line generation phase because it saved them time and effort in: (1)

making sense of what they had saved and (2) creating the structure

for the outline. For example, P9 stated: łIt definitely helped me find

‘Here’s what I was doing.’ [...] I was putting what I was thinking my

outline paper was gonna be about, so I knew exactly where to look for,

whereas [with the] bookmark, you just had to scroll through all of the

things that you had bookmarked.ž

Third, statements from participants (n = 6) suggest that the OB

made it easier and more efficient to switch between different cogni-

tive activities during the task. Complex information-seeking tasks

involve a range of cognitive activities such as searching, reading,

evaluating, organizing, and writing. During the search phase, the

OB provided a single interface through which participants could



save and organize passages, as well as document their thoughts.

During the outline generation phase, the OB reduced the need to

constantly shift their attention between multiple articles and the

working outline. For example, P5 said łI think it was helpful to get

my thoughts all together in one place, one kind of screen.ž Similarly,

P7 said łBased on my tab thing that I do, I’m constantly flipping back

and forth between different pages and my Word document, which eats

up a lot of time. And it’s very distracting. [...] So for OrgBox, it was a

way to just put it all in one section.

Lastly, participants (n = 7) mentioned that the OB made it eas-

ier to create their outlines. For some participants, the visual and

textual representations in the OB (i.e., groups, titles, hierarchies,

passages, and notes) served as a type of draft version of an outline.

For example, P11 stated łHaving everything organized at the end

made writing the outline a lot easier. I really liked how organized it

was. And that you could put different things under other things, a

main point and then a sub-point, which is also how an outline works.ž

Metacognitive activities: Participants described three main

types of metacognitive activities supported by the OB: (1) planning,

(2) monitoring, and (3) revising and updating. First, many partici-

pants (n = 10) mentioned that the OB caused them to think about

the outline (the end goal) at an earlier stage, which also allowed

them to guide their search accordingly. For instance, P15 said łIt

helped me come up with a concrete plan for what I did want to do. I

was able to map out what I wanted to learn or include in the outline.ž

Second, several participants (n = 3)mentioned how theOB helped

them monitor and assess their progress. The visual representations

in the OB helped them identify knowledge gaps. Specifically, the

number of boxes allowed participants to monitor the breadth of

information gathered, while the number of passages in each box

allowed them to monitor the depth. For example, P12 stated łIt

helped me realize where I had like missing a dearth of information.ž

Similarly, P1 stated łIf I had a lot in one box and didn’t have a lot

in other boxes, it helped me realize, I need to go get more about a

different portion of the topic.ž

Lastly, many participants (n = 8) mentioned how they could

revise and update their understanding of the topic by manipulating

the representations in the OB. As they gathered information and

learned more about a topic, they regrouped passages, refined labels,

and reordered boxes to reflect changes in their understanding of the

topic. They appreciated the fact that they could make such changes

iteratively throughout the task (e.g., noting that nothing in the OB

was łset in stone.ž ). For instance, P12 said ł[being able to edit] was

really helpful with the OrgBox because I would like, okay, this is sort

of about this topic. Then I could change it or move it so that it wasn’t

locked into where I thought I was going to go with things [...] Just the

fact that it was so iterative, I could go back and change things and

fine-tune my thinking right there in real time [was helpful].ž

Leveraging information found serendipitously: Several par-

ticipants (n = 3) mentioned that the OB allowed them to easily in-

corporate unexpected but relevant information encountered during

their search. For instance, P7 reported finding passages that could

form a sub-topic she had not thought of. With the OB, she was

able to create a new box for those passages, set it aside, and easily

switch back to the topic she was originally searching for.

Visual representation: Participants (n = 4) also appreciated

being able to visually represent their ideas using the OB. The OB

allowed participants to represent their understanding not only

using text but also visually (by grouping and organizing spatially).

The combination of the visual and textual representations of a topic

was found particularly beneficial by so-called łvisual learners.ž

4.3.2 Challenges of the OB. The OB also presented challenges

and pitfalls, including: (1) usability, (2) forced externalization, (3)

a lot of work, (4) feeling disoriented, and (5) mismatch between

boxes and information found.

Usability: Participants (n = 6) mentioned having usability prob-

lems with the OB (e.g., boxes becoming invisible when placed par-

tially outside the browser window).

Forced externalization: Participants (n = 4) mentioned having

difficulties externalizing their thoughts using the OB. Specifically,

they mentioned having difficulties creating boxes at the beginning

of the task before getting a broad understanding of the topic. This

was especially the case for those who prefer initiating the task

by exploring the topic with no preconceived notions or plan. For

instance, p4 said łIf I had read lots of things, bookmarked lots of

things, and had time to process, then the OrgBox would have been

helpful. But trying to do that from the outset [was difficult].ž

A lot of work: Participants (n = 5) mentioned the OB involving

a lot of work in general. The OB required participants to engage

in different cognitive activities (e.g., evaluating and organizing

information) and physical activities (e.g., typing notes and position-

ing passages/boxes). Sometimes these activities łinterruptedž each

other, which made it difficult for some participants to stay focused

and work quickly. For example, P7 stated ł If I found something and

think, okay, this probably should be added to this section then I can

scroll while I was dragging [...] I’d have to stop my train of thoughts

to move it [box] out of the way.ž Similarly, P10 stated ł I felt like I

got slowed down by the process of organizing things and putting my

notes. I think that slowed me downž.

Feeling disoriented: Participants (n = 3) mentioned feeling

disoriented when interacting with the OB. This happened when

participants had many ideas regarding what to search for (at the

beginning) or when they found themselves with lots of information

saved but unorganized in the OB (towards the end of the task).

When participants failed to get a handle on their own represen-

tations of a topic, even with the OB, things were perceived to be

unorganized and scattered. For instance, P5 said łI feel like I knew

what I wanted to research about. But then many ideas were coming

into my head. Okay, I can research this, I can research this. I noticed

at the end of the task, I was like I don’t know how I’m going to struc-

ture my argument [...] I almost got tired. It was hard to see where

everything was at [...] There wasn’t any prioritizing in that moment.ž

Mismatch between boxes and information found: Partici-

pants (n = 3) reported feeling concerned when they encountered

potentially useful information that did not fit into any of the boxes

created in the OB. Additionally, they felt frustrated when they did

not find enough information to add to a box they created. For exam-

ple, P10 stated łI feel like I might have neglected other information

that would have also been important [...] I didn’t pull it out because

it didn’t go with one of the topics that I already picked.ž

4.3.3 Benefits of the BK. The BK provided some benefits, in-

cluding (1) lightweight function, (2) less work, and (3) initial push.



Lightweight function: Participants (n = 5) mentioned how sim-

ple and easy it was to use the BK. The functionality (drag-and-drop)

as well as the purpose of the tool (saving passages in chronological

order) was simple and straightforward.

Less work: Participants (n = 6) mentioned that the BK made

the work easier because the tool itself required them to do hardly

anything more than simply drag-and-drop. Whenever participants

saw relevant information, they could instantly save it and move on.

For instance, p12 said that it was nice that she could just łgrab stuff

and didn’t have to think about it much.ž Similarly, P9 stated łSo from

the perspective of finding information about something I already felt

knowledgeable about, it was very efficient.ž

Initial push: The BK did not support planning and strategizing

(e.g., creating boxes), and it nudged participants to work in a linear

fashion (i.e., one topic at a time). Interestingly, one participant (P5)

found this helpful and stated ł[The BK] was really helpful in the

sense that it forced me to go in a linear fashion. So, I had to figure out

okay, this is what I want to first talk about, because that’s going to

get the very top [...] so it gave me that initial push.ž

4.3.4 Challenges of the BK. The BK also presented a number

of challenges and pitfalls, including: (1) difficulty remembering, (2)

difficulty monitoring, (3) lack of guidance, (4) unable to organize, (5)

a lot of łreconstructionž work, and (6) leaving information behind.

Difficulty remembering: Participants (n = 4) mentioned hav-

ing difficulty remembering why they saved specific passages. For

instance, P7 said łSince there was no note or organization to it, I

couldn’t remember why I pulled out that specific quote.ž

Difficulty monitoring: Participants (n = 4) mentioned having

difficulty monitoring and assessing their progress, especially mid-

way through the task when the BK list had gotten long. Specifically,

they mentioned not being able to keep track of topics associated

with saved passages and not being able to assess whether they had

gathered enough information on certain topics.

Lack of guidance: Participants (n = 3) experienced a general

lack of guidance while using the BK. Especially at the initiation

phase, they had difficulty establishing a direction to pursue, which

was related to the BK not supporting planning. For instance, p15

said łNot knowing what direction I wanted to go in [was challenging].

It was really hard for me because I didn’t have anything to write down

what topics I might want to pursue.ž

Unable to organize: As opposed to the OB, the BK did not

allow participants to organize passages using visual and textual

representations (e.g., boxes, hierarchies, titles, notes). Participants

(n = 11) mentioned that the inability to organize information in

the BK hindered their performance on the task. Some participants

reported wanting to group passages and not being able to. For

example, P12 stated łthere was no way to reorganize the stuff within

and sort of group it like I would want to.ž Additionally, the lack

of organization made it difficult for participants to navigate the

saved passages while creating the outline. For example, P15 said łI

think that made it a little more challenging. Just like the volume of

information and the lack of any way to sift through it without just

looking at it all night.ž In terms of sensemaking, participants made

comments about the BK list not being a meaningful representation.

They perceived the BK list to be ła stream of consciousnessž and ła

bunch of random informationž.

A lot of łreconstructionžwork: Participants (n= 4) mentioned

having to do a lot of work during the outline generation phase. First,

they had to keep scrolling up and down in the list to locate specific

information. Moreover, they needed to go through the list trying to

łreconstructž their motivations for saving certain passages and the

logic behind the order of passages saved. Oftentimes, this required

re-reading passages, re-associating passages with topics, and recon-

structing the relationships between passages. For instance, P6 said

łHaving to go back through the list with no indicators anywhere of

what exactly it related to was a lot of work for the outline.ž

Leaving information behind: In some cases, participants chrono-

logically saved passages to the BK by topic. Participants (n=2) men-

tioned encountering a relevant passage but not saving it because it

did not match the current topic. For example, P13 stated: łI probably

saw some things on the search engine that I wanted to add, but [...] it

was just pointless for me to have something that I could have all the

way at the top [...] (that I was going to talk about in the beginning of

my outline) at the bottom.ž

4.4 RQ4: Influences on Task Approach
RQ4 focuses on how the OB and BK tools influenced how partici-

pants approached the search task. In RQ4, we adopted a higher-level,

thematic analysis approach, in which we interpret participants’ de-

scriptions and present three main themes that we observed: (1) the

tool (OB vs. BK) influenced how participants started the task, (2)

participants exhibited more purposeful, goal-oriented behaviors

with the OB versus BK throughout the task, and (3) participants

indicated wanting features from both tools.

Starting approach: Participants described how the specific tool

(OB vs BK) influenced how they started the task. Participants dis-

cussed that the OB encouraged an approach where they had a

łplanningž phase prior to searching. These participants started the

task by creating boxes first, and then searched to attempt to add

information to the boxes. For instance, P8 said łI had my three topics

that I wanted to explore: Roe vs Wade, pro-choice, and anti-abortion

or pro-life. I was able to label my boxes that way first. Created three

boxes first then went to start searching, dropped it in making some

notes, then moved on to the next one, the next one, and then went

back in and manipulated each box a little bit to make sense and flow.ž

This approach worked especially well for participants with prior

knowledge of the topic. However, even participants with little prior

knowledge often used this type of planning phase with the OB to

start a rough, malleable plan. Planning is one of the metacognitive

activities that the OB was designed to support. Participants noted

that the OB encouraged them to start thinking about the outline

as they began the task. For instance, P15 said łI just stepped back. I

didn’t search for anything to start with. I was just like, okay, If I were

reading this [outline], what would I want to see out of it? [...] And

then I made boxes for all of that.ž

In contrast, participants described that the BK tool was suitable

for searching and gathering information in a quick grab-and-go

fashion, which can be helpful at the beginning of the task when the

goal is just to get a broad sense of a topic. For example, P12 said łIt

reminded me of how I used to do research like preliminary, just like

the first pass, just taking a Word document and putting quotes and

then the citation, and then later, I would go back and reorganize it

[...] So, this was like that first part, just like okay, here’s all the info.ž



The OB encouraged goal-oriented behaviors: Participants

described how the OB encouraged goal-oriented, łtop-downž be-

haviors throughout their search process (not just at the start). This

type of approach involved setting/revising goals and structures for

the task and then engaging in search activities guided by these

goals/structures. With the OB, participants were able to keep the

structure visible, monitor it, and use it to guide their subsequent

searches. For example, participants described classifying and label-

ing information found while searching, and performing searches

specifically by noticing a box with little information (i.e., identi-

fying a knowledge gap by reviewing the OB). In contrast, partici-

pants noted that the BK encouraged a łbottom-upž approach that

involved starting out with a general search, saving information

without thinking about its organization, and engaging in searches

triggered by the information they encountered in a linear fashion.

Participants described using both top-down and bottom-up ap-

proaches in combination and how the OB supported smooth transi-

tions between these. For instance, P7 started with two boxes repre-

senting opposing sides of the debate (top-down) and then added a

box to represent new information she found while exploring the

topic (bottom-up): łI had made a section first of all that was saying

there should be control of guns. Then I saw some articles that all had

related things. So, I made a separate box that was something like a

future step. Then I went back and started looking at specifically anti

control.ž Moving from bottom-up to top-down, P11 noted: łInitially,

I’m just kind of searching and finding all this data related to whatever.

And I would title that and start putting things together. But as I did it,

it helped me think through, this is how I might want to organize my

paper, and so then I could edit the things there [...] I might edit the

title of the box to reflect how I wanted to revise, refine it.ž

Participants described how the BK tool was suitable for the

bottom-up approach but did not provide features to support a top-

down approach effectively. Thus, when using the BK, participants

often described a bottom-up approach in which they gathered seem-

ingly relevant information that they encountered along the way

and then sorted and organized it in a later phase. For instance, P12

said łIt was just like, okay, I’m just gonna take that chunk of text

and I’ll deal with it later.ž This approach may be beneficial when

the goal is to get a broad understanding of a topic. However, this

approach also defers the cognitive work of building structure (e.g.,

classifying, labeling, synthesizing) until after the search phase.

Participants wanted features from both the OB and BK:

During the interviews, participants seemed to associate each tool

with distinct purposes, based on the salient features of the tools.

Furthermore, several participants said that they would like both

tools available. We found these comments interesting because the

OB could have been used in the same way as the BK. That is, par-

ticipants could have created a łnot yet organizedž box in the OB

to store interesting information that they did not yet have a dedi-

cated box for. Interestingly, few participants adopted this approach,

possibly because of their assumptions about how each tool should

be used. Several participants said that they would like to have both

tools and that they would use the BK first and then the OB. For

instance, P4 said łI would like them both if I were to write a paper.

I would like to use bookmarking first and then organize in OrgBox,

but I didn’t like using the OrgBox by itself to search for information

and organize immediately.ž Additionally, P12 stated that I would

probably want to use the bookmark as a first step and then use the

OrgBox when I had a better idea of what I was going to do.

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the main trends in our results.

Uses and Benefits of the OrgBox (RQ1-RQ3): Our RQ1 re-

sults (Figure 2) found that participants perceived the OrgBox (OB)

to be more helpful than the Bookmark (BK) tool in supporting

cognitive activities (organizing found information, drawing connec-

tions) and metacognitive activities (planning, monitoring progress,

updating their approach). Our RQ2-RQ3 results provide insights

into how features of the OB supported these activities and helped

participants learn during the search task. In the paragraphs be-

low, we discuss how the OB supported learning, cognitive, and

metacognitive activities.

LearningÐParticipants noted that the OB helped them to iden-

tify important topics, recognize relationships between topics, and

internalize information. In terms of important topics, participants

mentioned that the OB helped them keep track of recurring themes

(e.g., boxes with lots of information). In terms of recognizing re-

lationships, participants reported classifying passages into boxes;

using the notes feature to describe relations between passages;

re-ordering passages within a box; forming hierarchies to express

relations; positioning boxes to reflect how they planned to organize

the outline; and recognizing that a passage could relate to multiple

boxes. In terms of internalizing information, participants mentioned

using the notes feature to summarize passages in their own words,

to describe why the passage was helpful, and to describe how they

intended to use the passage in the outline.

Cognitive activitiesÐParticipants noted how the OB helped them

with organizing information, connecting ideas, and structuring

the outline. Additionally, comments suggest that the OB helped

participants with switching between different cognitive activities.

During the search phase of the task, the OB helped participants

explore topics in parallel (versus sequentially). This is important

during complex tasks since articles often contain information about

different aspects of a topic. Participants also mentioned that the

OB helped them to incorporate information found serendipitously

and then easily re-engage with their previous search process. For

many participants, at the end of the search phase, their OB included

boxes of topics, passages classified into topics, personal notes about

passages, and hierarchies, all directly transferable to an outline.

Metacognitive activitiesÐParticipants described the OB as be-

ing helpful with metacognitive activities including monitoring and

updating/revising. Monitoring is an important metacognitive ac-

tivity that can support revising plans for subsequent searches [21].

Participants noted using the OB to monitor the breath and depth

of information found by considering the number of boxes and the

number of passages in each box, respectively. Often, this monitoring

influenced their subsequent search activities.

Participants also described how the OB helped with metacogni-

tive updating (i.e., changing/revising one’s own knowledge struc-

tures based on new information). For example, as participants gath-

ered more information, they sometimes refined the titles of their

boxes to reflect their new understanding. As boxes evolved, partici-

pants moved passages between boxes. Throughout the search pro-

cess, participants created/deleted boxes and changed their positions



(to restructure). These actions provide examples of participants ex-

ternalizing the changes that occurred to their understanding of the

topic. Vakkari [25] has argued that learning during search occurs

when a searcher can engage in łrestructuringž and łtuningž of

knowledge structures through the use of new information (as our

participants did using the OB tool).

Influences on Task Approach (RQ4): Our RQ4 results found

that the OB/BK influenced how participants started the task and

how they viewed their approach throughout task. We also found

that participants wanted features of both tools (OB and BK).

Starting approachÐ The OB influenced participants to incorpo-

rate a planning phase at the beginning of the task.Many participants

mentioned that the OB encouraged them to think first about the

outline (the end goal) and thus, they began the task with a plan.

Depending on their prior knowledge, this plan varied from a rough

expectation (e.g., a box with a broad title) to a clear vision (e.g., mul-

tiple boxes with specific titles). In contrast, with the BK, participants

mentioned that they łjust got startedž with little planning.

Task approachÐ We found evidence that the OB promoted goal-

directed behaviors (i.e., a top-down approach) and also supported

transitions between top-down and bottom-up approaches through-

out the task. Participants mentioned that the information captured

in the OB (e.g., box titles, what/how much is gathered for each

box) helped them plan and guide their search towards their end

goal. They also described situations where they: (1) started search-

ing for a specific topic (top-down); (2) encountered information

on another topic and created a box for it (bottom-up); and (3) re-

sumed their original search (top-down). Conversely, the BK only

supported a bottom-up approach. Participants worked in a łlinear

fashionž and could not build an external representation that could

serve as a framework to guide their search process. Research has

shown that both top-down and bottom-up approaches are critical

for learning [14, 26]. Tools such as the OB that promote top-down

approaches and transitionsmay help prevent searchers from łfalling

down a rabbit holež or being distracted from the overarching goal.

The Best of Both Worldsś Participants mentioned wanting fea-

tures of both the OB and the BK tools. For example, several partici-

pants commented that they would like to start their search using

the BK tool and then switch to the OB after gathering some informa-

tion. We found this to be an interesting comment since participants

could have created a łcatch-allž box in the OB that would have

served a similar function to the BK tool (e.g., a box for things to

łsort through laterž). Our interpretation is that the design and inter-

face of each tool may have conveyed assumptions to participants

about how each tool should be used (e.g., based on their salient

features). In this respect, the design of the OB may have failed to

communicate that it could also be used in a way similar to the BK.

Participants’ comments suggested that they viewed the BK as

more suitable for searching and gathering information without

planning or reflection. This approach may be effective when a

searcher does not have much prior knowledge about the topic (e.g.,

at the beginning when the goal is to get a broad understanding of

the topic). Conversely, the OB provided more support for planning

and organizing while searching. Planning and organizing activities

may be more effective once the scope of the task is established. This

resonates with Kuhlthau’s model of the information search process

(ISP) [13], which suggests that people deal with vague thoughts and

feelings of uncertainty until they define the scope of a task. Once

the scope is defined, they enter a more focused mode of thinking

and develop a sense of direction for the task. Thus, tools such as

the BK may be useful during the pre-formulation stage and tools

such as the OB may be more useful during the post-formulation

stage, where targeted searching can occur. Crescenzi et al. [3] also

found that complex note-taking structures (e.g., topical groupings)

emerged as participants learned more about the task domain.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reported on a lab study that investigated the uses,

benefits, and challenges of a novel tool (the OrgBox) designed to

support users with complex search tasks. Our results have several

important implications. From a methodological perspective, when

evaluating tools, a common approach is to focus on post-task per-

ceptions, such as workload and satisfaction. However, our RQ1-RQ4

results underscore the importance of considering other dimensions.

Although we did not find any differences in participants’ percep-

tions related to workload and satisfaction, we found significant

differences in how the tool helped with cognitive and metacogni-

tive activities (RQ1-RQ3). Moreover, our RQ4 results found that

participants took distinctively different approaches to the task with

different tools. Thus, we believe that future work should continue

to consider such dimensions to better understand and evaluate how

tools can support searchers with complex tasks.

Our results also have implications for designing systems to sup-

port users with complex search tasks. First, our results suggest

that support tools should include features to spatially organize in-

formation and to make annotations, allowing searchers to create

knowledge structures with both visual and textual cues. In our

study, visual cues in the OrgBox (e.g., seeing a box with few pas-

sages) supported metacognitive activities such as monitoring and

revising. Additionally, the visual and textual cues in the OrgBox

played an important role during the outline generation phase, when

participants had to re-engage with all the information saved. The

organization in the OrgBox allowed participants to maintain a łbig

picturež perspective of a complex topic, re-find information, and

remember the context in which information was saved. Second,

with the OrgBox (vs. Bookmark), participants had an easier time

generating a structured outline. Partly, this is because it influenced

participants to think about the outline earlier in the task, plan their

search, form groups of topics, and classify passages. This result sug-

gests that support tools should influence searchers to engage with

(and not postpone) the work activities that are intrinsic to the task.

Third, participants reported wanting both tools, with the Bookmark

at the start of the task. This highlights the nature of complex search

tasks that involve various modes and stages of information seeking

(e.g., pure exploration at the beginning and organizing/structuring

throughout). Finally, and most importantly, our results provide in-

sights about the types of cognitive and metacognitive activities

involved in complex search tasks and how features of the OrgBox

(e.g., visual and textual representations) supported these activities.
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